
Contracts

by B. Morris Martin*

This year's survey reviews the developments in Georgia contract law
between June 1, 1990 and May 31, 1993. The expanded survey period
resulted from the lack of sufficient substantive developments in any one
of the normal survey periods to justify the resources necessary to
conduct a survey in each of the periods. The three-year survey period
covered in this article does not suffer from this disability, however. The
survey begins with some developments in commercial arbitration. Next,
three cases involving issues of illegal or immoral consideration are
discussed, including one case involving a real estate contract between
lesbian partners. In the third section, two cases in which the courts
explore the interplay between allegations of fraud in the inducement and
rescission and merger clauses are discussed. The fourth section explores
exculpatory clauses in commercial lease agreements and the current
state of confusion in the Georgia appellate courts. Finally, this survey
ends with four noteworthy cases, two of which address noncompetition
agreements in employment contracts.

I. COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION

In 1988 the Georgia Legislature substantially overhauled the statutes
applicable to commercial arbitration.1 Prior to 1988, the law of
arbitration was divided into four distinct areas popularly known as
common law arbitration,2 statutory arbitration,3 construction contract
arbitration,4 and medical malpractice arbitration.5  Effective July 1,
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Georgia. Georgia Institute of Technology (B.S., 1979); Mercer University (J.D., cum laude,
1982). Member, Mercer Law Review (1980-1982). Member, State Bars of Georgia,
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1. 1988 Ga. Laws 903.
2. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-1 to -11 (1982) (repealed by 1988 Ga. Laws 903).
3. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-30 to -70 (1982) (repealed by 1988 Ga. Laws 903).
4. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-80 to -97 (1982) (amended by 1988 Ga. Laws 903; current version at

O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-1 to -18 (Supp. 1993)).



MERCER LAW REVIEW

1988,6 the legislature eliminated the distinctions between common law
arbitration, statutory arbitration, and construction contract arbitration
in favor of a comprehensive scheme applicable to most commercial
matters.7 The general assembly supplemented this general scheme with
provisions designed to encourage the use of arbitration in international
transactions. 8

During the expanded survey period, the court of appeals decided
several interesting cases concerning commercial arbitration. In Williams
Tile & Marble Co. v. Ra-Lin & Associates,9 the court of appeals
addressed whether a subcontract that incorporated by reference the
architect's plans and specifications required arbitration of a dispute that
arose under the subcontract.'0 Neither the subcontract itself nor the
contract between the general contractor and the owner required
arbitration. The architect's plans and specifications, however, contained
a clause that provided for arbitration. A dispute arose between the
subcontractor and the general contractor that culminated in a lawsuit.
The subcontractor moved to stay the judicial proceedings and the trial
court denied the motion.1 The case was tried, and the jury returned
a verdict in favor of the general contractor.12 On appeal, the subcon-
tractor contended, inter alia, that denial of its motion to stay the judicial
proceedings was erroneous. 13

The court of appeals held that the subcontract in issue did not
incorporate the arbitration clause in the architect's plans and specifica-
tions. 4 Specifically, the court found that the architect's plans and
specifications had been incorporated into the subcontract solely for the
purpose of establishing the necessary materials and the manner of their
installation under the subcontract. 5 Whether the court of appeals
reached the correct decision in this case is open to speculation. The
opinion did not contain sufficient information concerning the actual

5. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-110 to -133 (1982) (amended by 1988 Ga. Laws 903; current version
at O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-60 to -84 (Supp. 1993)).

6. 1988 Ga. Laws 903.
7. Id. The general assembly retained the specialized arbitration proceedings

applicable to medical malpractice, however. See O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-60 to -84 (Supp. 1993).
Furthermore, O.C.G.A. § 9-9-2(c) (Supp. 1993) lists ten categories of contracts or
agreements to which the Georgia Arbitration Code does not apply.

8. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-30 to -43 (Supp. 1993).
9. 206 Ga. App. 750, 426 S.E.2d 598 (1992).

10. Id. at 750, 426 S.E.2d at 599.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Id.
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terms of the general contract, subcontract, and architect's plans and
specifications to permit an independent evaluation of whether the
purpose of incorporating the architect's plans and specifications was
limited to establishing the necessary materials and the manner of their
installation.

The cardinal principal of contract construction requires the court to
determine the intent of the parties to the contract. In the first instance,
the court is charged with the responsibility of ascertaining the parties'
intent from the language of the contract itself. From the opinion, the
court of appeals appears to have followed this methodology in arriving
at its decision in Williams 7ile. The court began its analysis by
observing that the subcontract did not provide for arbitration."6 The
court also observed that the general contract did not provide for
arbitration of disputes between the general contractor and the owner. 7

Finally, the court noted that the architect's plans and specifications were
incorporated by reference into the subcontract." However, without
referring to the incorporation language, the court concluded "it is clear"
that the plans and specifications were incorporated "solely for the
purpose of establishing the necessary materials for the terrazzo flooring
and manner of their installation and not for the purpose of establishing
arbitration as an available remedy under the subcontract." 9 The court
then noted a quote from Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. v. American Surety
Co.2" that supports the proposition that plans and specifications
incorporated into a contract for a particular purpose are relevant only for
the specified purpose.2' If, indeed, the language incorporating the
architect's plans and specifications into the subcontract expressed or
implied that the plans or specifications were incorporated for a
particular purpose, the court's analysis is correct as to this point. The
court's conclusion cannot be criticized without knowledge of the specific

16. Id.
17. Id.
18. Id., 426 S.E.2d at 599-600.
19. Id., 426 S.E.2d at 599.
20. 66 Ga. App. 805, 19 S.E.2d 357 (1942).
21. In the court's opinion in Williams Tile & Marble Co. v. Ra-Lin & Assocs., 206 Ga.

App. 750, 750, 426 S.E2d 598, 599 (1992), the court of appeals quoted Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Co. v. American Surety Co., 66 Ga. App. 805, 813, 19 S.E.2d 357, 362 (1942), as
follows:

Where "'plans and specifications are referred to in [a] contract for a particular
specified purpose, such specifications can serve no other purpose than the one
specified, and are foreign to the contract for all other purposes. In the absence of
express provision in the contract, the specifications can neither restrict nor extend
the scope of the contract to subjects other than those covered by the contract.'"
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language by which the plans and specifications were incorporated into
the subcontract.

The court's reliance on ADC Construction Co. u. McDaniel Grading,
Inc.2 2 to further support its analysis seems strained, however. Quoting
from ADC Construction, the court of appeals said:

[incorporation by reference in [a] contract is generally effective to
accomplish its intended purpose where the provisions to which
reference is made have a reasonably clear and ascertainable meaning
.... The referenced provisions here had a reasonably clear and
ascertainable meaning . . . .' That "reasonably clear and ascertain-
able meaning" was only to specify the material and manner of
installation of the terrazzo flooring, and not to provide for the remedy
of arbitration which did not otherwise exist in the general contract."

Apart from a plain reading of the principle, all of the Georgia cases
quoting this principle support the view that the phrase "reasonably clear
and ascertainable meaning" pertains to the incorporated material and
not the scope of the incorporation.25 To the extent the court of appeals
based its determination of the parties' intent in incorporating the plans
and specifications on the incorporated material itself, it seems the court
misconstrued the principle. The parties' intent in referring to the
incorporated material (that is, the intended purpose of the incorporation)
and, therefore, the scope of the incorporation, should be ascertained only
by reference to the document by which the material is incorporated.26

In short, the language of the contract by which the referenced material
is incorporated should determine whether the referenced material has
been incorporated for a limited or general purpose.27

22. 177 Ga. App. 223, 338 S.E.2d 733 (1985).
23. Williams Tile, 206 Ga. App. at 750, 426 S.E.2d at 599-600 (citing ADC Constr. Co.,

177 Ga. App. at 225-26, 338 S.E.2d at 733).
24. 206 Ga. App. at 750, 426 S.E.2d at 600 (citation omitted),
25. See J.S. & H Constr. Co. v. Richmond County Hosp. Auth., 473 F.2d 212, 215 (5th

Cir. 1973); Walls, Inc. v. Atlantic Realty Co., 186 Ga. App. 389, 390, 367 S.E.2d 278, 280
(1988); ADC Constr. Co. v. McDaniel Grading, Inc., 177 Ga. App. 223,225,338 S.E.2d 733,
736 (1985); Consolidated Freightways Corp. v. Synchorflo, Inc., 164 Ga. App. 275, 277, 294
S.E.2d 643, 645 (1982); Binswanger Glass Co. v. Beers Constr. Co., 141 Ga. App. 715, 717,
234 S.E.2d 363, 365 (1977).

26. See WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 628, p. 901 (Walter H.E. Jaeger ed.) (3d ed. 1961)
("Where a writing refers to another document, that other document, or as much of it as is
referred to, is to be interpreted as part of the writing.").

27. This is not to suggest that any particular language or other formalities must be
employed to accomplish incorporation. "It is not important in what language reference is
made; it is certainly enough if a plain reference is made by a document signed by the party
to be charged, whatever its nature, to any other writing." 4 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS
§ 581, p. 136 (Walter H. E. Jaeger ed.) (3d ed. 1961).
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The court of appeals did not quote the language by which the
subcontract in Williams Tile incorporated the architect's plans and
specifications. This omission is unfortunate for those practitioners who
wish to draft language that plainly incorporates another document with
an arbitration clause for a particular purpose without incorporating the
arbitration clause. The decision in Transamerica Premier Insurance Co.
v. Collins & Co.' suggests that very little reference is required to
incorporate the entire document referenced, including the arbitration
clause. In that case, a performance bond issued by Transamerica
incorporated the subcontract upon which it was issued with the following
language: "[wihich subcontract is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof." 9 When a dispute arose between the general contractor and
the subcontractor, the general contractor demanded that Transamerica
join the arbitration proceedings. Transamerica filed a declaratory
judgment. action in superior court and argued that it was not required
to participate in the arbitration and was not bound by the arbitration's
results. After the court issued a temporary restraining order staying the
arbitration proceeding for one month, the case was removed to federal
court.30 the federal court, relying in part on Binswanger Glass Co. v.
Beers Construction Co., 1 held that the performance bond incorporated
by reference the arbitration clause of the subcontract. 2 In reaching its
decision, the federal court did not discuss the intent of the parties nor
whether the reference had a reasonably clear and ascertainable
meaning.

Whether a conflict exists between the court of appeals decision in
Williams Tile and the federal court's opinion in Transamerica cannot be
ascertained without reference to the language the court interpreted in
Williams Tile. A comparison of the two decisions leaves open the
possibility, however, that the state courts in Georgia continue to be
reluctant to rigorously enforce arbitration clauses despite the recent
overhaul of the statutory provisions governing arbitration reflecting a
public policy in favor of arbitration in commercial transactions.

During the expanded survey period, the court of appeals issued an
interesting decision affecting the appeal of orders that compel arbitra-
tion. In Bartlett v. Dimension Designs, Ltd.,33 Ronald L. Bartlett d/b/a

28. 735 F. Supp. 1050 (N.D. Ga. 1990) (applying Georgia law). This case was surveyed
in B. Morris Martin, Contracts, 42 MERCER L. REv. 125, 135-36 (1990).

29. 735 F. Supp. at 1051.
30. Id. at 1050-51.
31. 141 Ga. App. 715, 234 S.E.2d 363 (1977).
32. 735 F. Supp. at 1052.
33. 195 Ga. App. 845, 395 S.E.2d 64 (1990).
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Bartlett's Custom Cabinets entered into a subcontract with Dimension
Designs, a subcontractor of Batson-Cook under a construction contract.
The subcontract between Bartlett and Dimension Designs required
arbitration of any disputes that arose under the contract documents. 4

Bartlett brought suit to foreclose a lien on the construction property and
named Dimension Designs, Batson-Cook, and Federal Insurance
Company as defendants. Batson-Cook and Federal filed motions to stay
the judicial proceedings. 5 The triat court issued an order that required
Bartlett, Dimension Designs, and Batson-Cook to arbitrate their
differences.' Bartlett appealed and argued, in part, that the trial court
erred in ordering arbitration on motion by Batson-Cook because Batson-
Cook was not a party to the arbitration agreement.37

After noting that the agreement was executed in 1987 and thus
subject to the provisions of the Georgia Arbitration Code for Construc-
tion Contracts' rather than the Georgia Arbitration Code, 9 the court
found that the order of the trial court directing arbitration was "in the
nature of an interlocutory mandatory injunction which is appealable
under [O.C.G.A. Section 5-6-34(a)(4)]."4 ° An interlocutory injunction
cannot be stayed during the pendency of an appeal unless a stay is
ordered by the court.41 To stop the holding of the arbitration proceed-
ings, therefore, it is necessary to obtain a supersedeas order from the
trial court or from the appellate court if the trial court refuses to grant
a supersedeas. Without a supersedeas, the arbitration proceedings
must be held as ordered, and after the arbitration proceedings have been
held, the appeal is moot.'

34. The contract provided:
All claims or disputes between the [cjontractor (Bartlett's) and the [olwner arising
out of, or relating to, the [clontract [d]ocuments or the breach thereof shall be
decided by arbitration in accordance with the Construction Industry Arbitration
Rules of the American Arbitration Association then obtaining unless the parties
mutually agree otherwise ....

Id. at 846, 395 S.E.2d at 65.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-80 to -97 (1982) (amended by 1988 Ga. Laws 903; current version

at O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-1 to -18 (Supp. 1993)).
39. O.C.G.A. §§ 9-9-1 to -18 (Supp. 1993).
40. Bartlett, 195 Ga. App. at 846, 395 S.E.2d at 65.
41. Id. at 846-47, 395 S.E.2d at 65. See O.C.G.A. § 9-11-62(a) (1993).
42. 195 Ga. App. at 847, 395 S.E.2d at 65.
43. Id. at 847, 395 S.E.2d at 65. In support of these principles, the court cited the case

of Padgett v. Cowart, 232 Ga. 633, 634, 208 S.E.2d 455, 456 (1974).
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Finally, in the last case surveyed, the court of appeals took up the
issue of whether attorney fees can be assessed in an arbitration
proceeding if the parties contract for their award. In Hope & Assocs. v.
Marvin M. Black Co.," the court held that Official Code of Georgia
Annotated ("O.C.G.A.") section 9-9-17' did not prohibit parties from
contracting for recovery of attorney fees in arbitration proceedings.'
The court further held that if the parties contract for recovery of
attorney fees, the agreement will be enforced, overruling Walton
Acoustics v. Currahee Construction Co.47 and Hughes & Peden v. Budd
Contracting Co.4 to the extent that they construed O.C.G.A. section 9-
9-17 4

9 as a statutory restraint on the parties' freedom to contract to
recover attorney fees." On the way to reaching this decision, the court
also noted that if the parties provided for allocation of expenses other
than attorney fees, the parties' agreement would be enforced notwith-
standing the arbitrators' determination of how those expenses should be
awarded."' Therefore, the prudent draftsman will provide both for the
award of attorney fees and the allocation of expenses in the provisions
of the contract concerning arbitration.

44. 205 Ga. App. 561, 422 S.E.2d 918 (1992).
45. O.C.G.A. § 9-9-17 (Supp. 1993).
46. 205 Ga. App. at 562, 422 S.E.2d at 919.
47. 197 Ga. App. 659, 399 S.E.2d 265 (1990), overruled, Hope & Assocs. v. Marvin M.

Black Co., 205 Ga. App. 561, 422 S.E.2d 918 (1992).
48. 193 Ga. App. 656, 388 S.E.2d 753 (1989), overruled, Hope & Assocs. v. Marvin M.

Black Co., 205 Ga. App. 561, 422 S.E.2d 918 (1992).
49. O.C.GA. § 9-9-17 (Supp. 1993).
50. Hope, 205 Ga. App. at 562, 422 S.E.2d at 919-20. In a concurring opinion joined

by Judge Cooper, Judge Beasley wrote that she did not concur in overruling either Walton
Accoustics or Hughes & Peden. Id. at 563, 422 S.E.2d at 920 (Beasley, J., concurring). The
court in Hughes & Peden stated that O.C.G.A. § 9-9-97 (1982) (amended by 1988 Ga. Laws
903), the predecessor to O.C.G.A. § 9-9-17 (Supp. 1993), "would forbid the award of attorney
fees regardless of what the agreement may provide." Hughes & Peden, 193 Ga. App. 656,
656,388 S.E.2d 753, 754 (1989). Judge Beasley correctly observed that the court in Hughes
& Peden found no mention of attorney fees in the contract. Hope, 205 Ga. App. at 563, 422
S.E.2d at 920 (Beasley, J., concurring). Therefore, the comment concerning the statute was
obiter dicta, Similarly, the agreement in Walton Acoustics did not provide for the award
of attorney fees. The court cited the decision iri Hughes & Peden, however, for the principle
that attorney fees are not recoverable in an arbitration action. Though the statements in
both cases appear to be obiter dicta, overruling these cases to the extent they conflict with
the decision in Hope seems necessary to avoid any unnecessary confusion.

51. 205 Ga. App. at 562, 422 S.E.2d at 919.
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II. ILLEGAL OR IMMORAL CONTRACTS

During the survey period, the Georgia appellate courts decided three
cases of interest involving illegal or immoral contracts.5' The first case,
Crooke v. Gilden,' may be of special interest to anyone faced with the
problem of drafting domestic agreements or other contracts between gay
or lesbian partners. In Crooke plaintiff brought an action for specific
performance of a contract and equitable partition of real estate. The
parties filed cross motions for summary judgment.' The trial court
granted plaintiff's motion for summary judgment based on her claim for
equitable partition, but granted defendant's motion for summary
judgment on plaintiff's petition for specific performance on the ground
that the contract was void.5" The trial court found the contract void
because the "illegal and immoral" relationship between the parties
constituted an implicit part of the consideration for the contract.
Both parties filed cross appeals.57

The court began its analysis by noting that the agreement plaintiff
sought to have specifically performed was an integrated, written
agreement." The writing set forth the entire agreement and recited
that the consideration consisted of mutual promises contained in the
agreement. After finding that the contract, as written, showed sufficient
consideration, the court held that the parol evidence rule barred any
attempt to contradict, vary, or supplement the consideration stated in
the contract."

Although the court ostensibly held that parol evidence could not be
admitted to contradict, vary, or supplement the consideration stated in

52. Croo)ke v. Gilden, 262 Ga. 122, 414 S.E.2d 645 (1992); Adams v. Trust Co. Bank,
206 Ga. App. 554, 426 S.E.2d 36 (1992); Bowers v. Howell, 203 Ga. App. 636, 417 S.E.2d
392 (1992).

53. 262 Ga. 122, 414 S.E.2d 645 (1992).
54. Id. at 125, 414 S.E.2d at 646.
55. Id.
56. Id. The exact nature of the "illegal and immoral" relationship between the parties

was not discussed in the court's opinion. Apparently the parties were engaged in a lesbian
relationship. Note the amicus briefs filed by the American Civil Liberties Union's Lesbian
and Gay Rights Project and the National Center for Lesbian Rights.

57. Id. The Georgia Supreme Court found no error in the trial court's order allowing
plaintiff to proceed with the equitable partition of real estate and affirmed the trial court's
judgment without further comment. Id.

58. Id.
59. Id. In support of this principle, the court cited O.C.G.A. § 13-2-2 (1982) and J.

CALAMARI & J. PERILLO, CONTRACTS, Ch. 4 (1970).
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the contract,60 the court noted defendant's contention that parol
evidence showing an illegal and immoral relationship between the
parties was admissible under O.C.G.A. section 24-6-8.1 Rather than
addressing defendant's contentions, the court simply held that the
contract was not void as a contract to do an immoral or illegal thing.6 2

The court said the contract did not require either party to perform any
illegal activity.' Furthermore, according to the court, the parol
evidence demonstrated that the alleged illegal activity was incidental to
the contract rather than required by it."'

In his dissent, Justice Bell disagreed with the majority's conclusion
that the alleged activity was incidental to the contract.65 Justice Bell
believed "[tihe proper conclusion is that the contract was founded upon
or grew immediately out of the alleged illegal activity, and therefore was
void under § 13-8-1."' The view offered in the dissenting opinion
appears to look beyond the obligations imposed on the parties by the
contract and to focus instead on the parties' motivation for entering into
the contract. This approach seems to ignore the familiar principle of law
that one's motive is irrelevant as long as his actions are legal. Those
seeking to draft and enforce contracts, particularly domestic contracts
between partners with alternative lifestyles, must seek to preserve this
distinction. Otherwise, contracts necessitated by domestic concerns of
persons not afforded the protection of a traditional marriage will always
be void as an illegal or immoral contract.

In the case of Bowers v. Howell,67 the court of appeals considered
issues that arose when a contractor performed certain electrical and
plumbing work without being licensed. Plaintiff brought suit against
defendant homeowners to foreclose on a materialman's lien and recover

60. 262 Ga. at 125, 414 S.E.2d at 646. According to Justice Bell, who wrote a
dissenting opinion, the majority "seems to acknowledge that parol evidence is admissible
to show that a contract is void under [O.C.G.A. § 13-8-1 (1982)]." Id. at 126, 414 S.E.2d at
647 (Bell, J., dissenting).

61. Id. at 125, 414 S.E.2d at 646. O.C.G.A. § 24-6-8 (1982) provides: "Parol evidence
shall be admissible to show that a writing either was originally void or subsequently
became so."

62. Crooke, 262 Ga. at 125-26, 414 S.E.2d at 646. O.C.G.A. § 13-8-1 (1982) provides:
"A contract to do an immoral or illegal thing is void. If the contract is severable, however,
the part of the contract which is legal will not be invalidated by the part of the contract
which is illegal."

63. 262 Ga. at 126, 414 S.E.2d at 646.
64. Id.
65. Id. (Bell, J., dissenting).
66. Id.
67. 203 Ga. App. 636, 417 S.E.2d 392 (1992).
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$10,825 for renovation ,of defendants' home." The jury returned a
verdict in the amount of $8,400, and defendants appealed from the trial
court's denial of their motions for directed verdict, judgment n.o.v., and
new trial.6 Defendants contended that the contract was void in its
entirety because plaintiff performed the electrical and plumbing work
without the proper licenses.70

Plaintiff performed a substantial amount of work that did not involve
electrical or plumbing work. The contract obligated plaintiff to construct
a twenty foot by thirty foot bedroom and closet, to lay flooring, and to
install insulation, sheeting, decking, interior and exterior doors, exterior
siding and windows, a cabinet, a commode, and a vanity. The contract
required installation of an electrical breaker box and wiring of the new
rooms for outlets and lights. The only plumbing done by plaintiff was
connection of the commode and lavatories to the water supply. A
subcontractor performed the remaining plumbing work. Although
defendants alleged that plaintiff had failed to substantially complete the
job and that numerous defects existed, the major complaint concerning
the electrical system was that the dryer had overheated and almost
started a fire. Plaintiff attributed the overheating to a defect in the
appliance itself.71

The court of appeals affirmed the judgment in favor of plaintiff on the
grounds that the contract was severable and that, by awarding plaintiff
only a portion of the money he sought, the jury could have found that he
was entitled to recover only for the enforceable portions of the con-
tract.7 2 Of course, defendants were seeking to void the entire contract
based on plaintiff's lack of an electrical or plumbing license.73 As the
court noted, some contracts, void as against public policy or legally
unenforceable, "may be severable so that the entire contract not be void
but merely unenforceable as to 'that which is illegal.'" 74

In Adams v. TRust Co. Bank,7' the court of appeals overruled Curry
Corp. v. Mooro76 and held that violations of the federal Truth In

68. Id. at 636, 417 S.E.2d at 393.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id. at 638, 417 S.E.2d at 394.
73. Id. at 637, 417 S.E.2d at 393-94.
74. Id. at 638, 417 S.E.2d at 394 (quoting Johnson v. Frazier, 121 Ga. App. 212, 213,

173 S.E.2d 434, 436 (1970)).
75. 206 Ga. App. 554, 426 S.E.2d 36 (1992).
76. 195 Ga. App. 184, 393 S.E.2d 33 (1990), overruled, Adams v. Trust Co. Bank, 206

Ga. App. 554, 426 S.E.2d 36 (1992).
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Lending Act7 or the Consumer Leasing Act7" give rise to the remedies
prescribed in the acts but do not serve to invalidate the contract or to
prevent a lender or lessor from enforcing his rights under the con-
tract.7 9 This was the rule prior to the Curry case under the court of
appeals decision in First Citizens Bank & Trust Co. v. Owings," which
was reconfirmed in Adams."' In Curry the court held that any viola-
tion of the Consumer Leasing Act renders a lease agreement void and
unenforceable.8 2 The decision was based on the principle that a
contract is void and unenforceable if its terms directly violate a civil
statute not enacted for the purpose of raising revenue, and a violation
of the statute may be penalized by a fine, imprisonment, or both.'
Interestingly, the decision in Curry was overruled because violations of
the Truth In Lending Act or Consumer Leasing Act are only collateral
to the object of the contract."' The concurring opinion concluded that
Curry should be overruled because it conflicts with federal law."

III. FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT, RESCISSION, AND MERGER CLAUSES

Several cases decided during the expanded survey period addressed
the interplay between fraud that induces a party to enter into a contract,
affirmance or rescission of the contract, and the effect of a merger clause
in the contract." Two actions are available to a person who has been
fraudulently induced by misrepresentations to enter into a contract: He
can affirm the contract and sue for breach or he can seek to rescind the
contract and sue in tort for fraud and deceit.8 7 While affirmance of the

77. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601-92o (1982 & Supp. 1993).
78. Id. §§ 1601, 1640, 1667-67e (1982 & Supp. 1993).
79. 206 Ga. App. at 556, 426 S.E.2d at 38.
80. 151 Ga. App. 389, 259 S.E.2d 747 (1979).
81. Adams, 206 Ga. App. at 556, 426 S.E.2d at 38.
82. Curry Corp., 195 Ga. App. at 185, 393 S.E.2d at 35.
83. See Couch v. Blackwell & Assocs., 150 Ga. App. 739, 258 S.E.2d 552 (1979).
84. 206 Ga. App. at 555-56, 426 S.E.2d at 38. See Shannondoah, Inc. v. Smith, 140 Ga.

App. 200, 230 S.E.2d 351 (1976).
85. Adams, 206 Ga. App. at 557, 426 S.E.2d at 38-39 (Sognier, C.J., concurring).

Presiding Judge Carley and Judges Pope, Beasley, Cooper, Andrews, and Johnson joined
the concurring opinion.

86. See, e.g., American Demolition, Inc. v. Hapeville Hotel Ltd. Partnership, 202 Ga.
App. 107, 413 S.E.2d 749 (1991); Crews v. Cisco Bros. Ford-Mercury, Inc., 201 Ga. App.
589,411 S.E:2d 518 (1991); Nexus Servs., Inc. v. Manning Tronics, Inc., 201 Ga. App. 255,
410 S.E.2d 810 (1991); Morris v. Cowart, 201 Ga. App. 288, 411 S.E.2d 81 (1991); McLeod
v. McLatcher, 201 Ga. App. 17, 410 S.E.2d 144 (1991); Carpenter v. Curtis, 196 Ga. App.
234, 395 S.E.2d 653 (1990).

87. City Dodge v. Gardner, 232 Ga. 766, 768, 208 S.E.2d 794, 796 (1974); Carpenter v.
Curtis, 196 Ga. App. 234, 236, 395 S.E.2d 653, 655 (1990).
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contract does not necessarily deprive the defrauded party of his cause of
action for fraud, he must do nothing to waive the fraud.88 Affirmance
of a contract containing a merger or integration clause will waive the
fraudulent misrepresentations. 9 These merger clauses, which are
commonplace, typically provide that no representation, promise, or
inducement not contained in the contract shall bind any party. The
merger clause effectively bars a fraud in the inducement defense unless
the party seeking to assert the defense can demonstrate that the fraud
prevented him from reading the contract or that he was prevented from
exercising his own independent judgment in making the contract.90

Absent evidence of this type, a purchaser affirming a contract containing
a merger clause "is estopped from asserting that he relied upon the
seller's misrepresentation and his action for fraud must fail."91 To
avoid losing his action for fraud when the contract contains a merger
clause, the party claiming fraud must rescind the contract. When the

88. Carpenter, 196 Ga. App. at 236, 395 S.E.2d at 655; Touche v. Dearborn, 161 Ga.
App. 188, 191, 291 S.E.2d 35, 38 (1982).

89. 196 Ga. App. at 236,395 S.E.2d at 655(1990); Condios v. Driver, 145 Ga. App. 537,
537, 244 S.E.2d 85, 86-87 (1978).

90. Sires v. Luke, 544 F. Supp. 1155, 1165 (S.D. Ga. 1982); SCM Corp. v. Thermo
Structural Prods., 153 Ga. App. 372, 373, 265 S.E.2d 598, 600 (1980).

In American Demolition, Inc. v. Hapeville Hotel Ltd. Partnership, 202 Ga. App. 107,413
S.E.2d 749 (1991), the party claiming that it has been defrauded, American Demolition,
claimed that it was prevented from exercising its own independent judgment in making a
demolition contract and that the property owner had a duty of disclosure because of the
nature of the parties' relationship. American Demolition entered into a contract to
demolish the old Atlanta Airport Hilton Hotel. The contract contained a merger clause and
a clause in which American Demolition represented that it had inspected the site and was
familiar with all conditions on the site affecting the work under the contract. American
Demolition encountered unforeseen problems that stemmed from the fact that the
building's foundation was more extensive than anticipated and the subsurface soil was wet
due to a drainage problem. These problems were allegedly known to the owner through
two engineering reports that were not provided to American Demolition. Id. at 107-08, 413
S.E.2d at 750-51.

American Demolition sued the owners in a complaint that contained five counts. None
of the five counts sought rescission. In addressing American Demolition's attempts to
circumvent the merger clause, the court said that there was no evidence to suggest that
the transaction was anything other than an arm's length transaction between two
professionals. There was no, evidence, the court said, that any special or confidential
relationship existed to give rise to a duty to disclose. Id. at 109, 413 S.E.2d at 751-52.

In addition to the cases cited above, see O.C.G.A. §§ 13-5-5 and 51-6-2(a) (1982); Toys "R"
Us, Inc. v. Atlanta Economic Dev. Corp., 195 Ga. App. 195, 198, 393 S.E.2d 44, 48 (1990);
Kienel v. Lanier, 190 Ga. App. 201, 378 S.E.2d 359 (1989); Charter Medical Management
Co. v. Ware ManorInc., 159 Ga. App. 378, 384, 283 S.E.2d 330, 336 (1981).

91. Roth v. Bill Heard Chevrolet, 166 Ga. App. 583, 584, 305 S.E.2d 31, 32 (1983).
Accord, Carpenter v. Curtis, 196 Ga. App. 234, 236, 395 S.E.2d 653, 655 (1990).
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party claiming fraud rescinds the contract, the merger clause is avoided
along with the other provisions of the tainted contract.'

To avoid a contract on the ground of fraud, the party seeking to
rescind must, upon discovery of the facts, immediately announce his
intention to rescind the contract and adhere to his decision."' Further-
more, the rescinding party must promptly restore or offer to restore
whatever he received of value under the contract." As the surveyed
cases demonstrate, these rules and the widespread use of merger clauses
to bar fraud complaints often hinder recovery by the complainant even
of the consideration he or she paid under the contract. As a result,
Presiding Judge Deen of the Georgia Court of Appeals has wondered
whether the law in Georgia should be changed to allow fraud to vitiate
a merger clause when the defrauded party wishes to affirm the contract
but seeks damages as well.95 While application of these rules can be
harsh, the courts have shown flexibility in their application. The
potential problems inherent in the mixture of fraud and contract causes
of action, along with the danger that punitive damages will evolve in
breach of contract cases, suggest that the better policy may be to
maintain the status quo.

In Carpenter v. Curtis," the purchaser of stock in a closely held
corporation brought an action against the seller for fraud in the
inducement and breach of contract. Defendant seller moved for partial
summary judgment on rescission, which the trial court granted, and on
fraud, which the trial court denied.97 Based on the merger clause
contained in the purchase and sale agreement, the court of appeals
reversed the trial court's judgment for failure to grant summary
judgment on fraud.98

Defendant owned eighty percent of Millwood Mouldings, Ltd., a wood
molding manufacturer. The company suffered continuing financial

92. 196 Ga. App. at 237, 395 S.E.2d at 655 (1990); Del Mazo v. Sanchez, 186 Ga. App.
120, 127, 366 S.E.2d 333, 338 (1988); Potomac Leasing Co. v. Thrasher, 181 Ga. App. 883,
886, 354 S.E.2d 210, 213 (1987).

93. Morris v. Cowart, 201 Ga. App. 288, 290, 411 S.E.2d 81, 83 (1991); Roller-Ice, Inc.
v. Skating Clubs of Georgia, Inc., 192 Ga. App. 140, 142, 384 S.E.2d 235, 237 (1989).

94. O.C.G.A. § 13-4-60 (1982); Carpenter v. Curtis, 196 Ga. App. 234, 237, 395 S.E.2d
653,655 (1990); Crews v. Cisco Bros. Ford-Mercury, Inc., 201 Ga. App. 589,589,411 S.E.2d
518, 519 (1991); Nexus Servs., Inc. v. Manning Tronics, Inc., 201 Ga. App. 255, 255, 410
S.E.2d 810,811 (1991); Morris v. Cowart, 201 Ga. App. 288, 290, 411 S.E.2d 81, 83 (1991);
Condios v. Driver, 145 Ga. App. 537, 537, 244 S.E.2d 85, 86 (1978).

95. Carpenter v. Curtis, 196 Ga. App. 234, 238, 395 S.E.2d 653,656 (1990) (Deen, P.J.,
concurring).

96. 196 Ga. App. 234, 395 S.E.2d 653 (1990).
97. Id. at 234-35, 395 S.E.2d at 654.
98. Id. at 236-37, 395 S.E.2d at 655.
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problems, which convinced defendant to seek someone to purchase his
stock in the corporation. Plaintiff responded to the defendant's
solicitation and was shown the company's equipment and inventory.
Plaintiff also was given access to the current financial records of
Millwood. After adjustment of the company's financial records, plaintiff
prepared a purchase and sale agreement that contained a merger
clause."e Pursuant to that agreement, plaintiff purchased fifty-five
percent of the company's outstanding stock, issued a letter of credit to
Millwood for $150,000, and assumed seventy-five percent of a bank note
guaranty to First National Bank of Columbus. Defendant retained
twenty-five percent of the guaranty."c

Plaintiff took control of the company and operated it for four months
before he elected to close the business. Plaintiff and defendant honored
their apportioned shares of the guarantee on the note that totaled
$400,000 when the business closed. Plaintiff repossessed, sold Mill-
wood's assets, and recovered $80,000 at public auction. He also sold
Millwood's inventory and foreclosed on its real estate. Ten months later,
plaintiff brought his lawsuit.101

Defendant contended on appeal that plaintiff could not recover under
the contract for fraud because it was foreclosed by the merger clause and
by the trial court's holding that no basis existed for rescission. Plaintiff
did not contest the trial court's grant of summary judgment on
rescission. 02 With rescission no longer viable due to plaintiff's election
to use his stock to force dissolution of the corporation and the sale of its
assets, the court of appeals held that the merger clause barred his action
for fraud.0 ' In this context, Judge Deen, who was joined in his
concurring opinion by Judge Pope, wondered whether Georgia law
should permit fraud to vitiate a merger clause when the defrauded party
wishes to affirm the contract but seeks damages.' In many instanc-

99. Id. at 235-36, 395 S.E.2d at 654. The merger clause provided:
Agreement Complete; ... This Agreement contains the entire understanding
between the parties hereto with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby;
all prior negotiations and agreements between the parties hereto are superseded
by this Agreement; and there are no representations, warranties, understandings,
or agreements other than those expressly set forth.herein, except as modified in
writing concurrently herewith or subsequently hereto, which writing shall be
executed by duly authorized officers of Buyer and Seller, respectively.

Id. at 235, 395 S.E.2d at 654.
100. Id. at 236, 395 S.E.2d at 654.
101. Id.
102. Id., 395 S.E.2d at 655.
103. Id. at 238, 395 S.E.2d at 656.
104. Id. at 238-39, 395 S.E.2d at 656 (Deen, P.J., concurring).
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es, Judge Deen noted, rescission is not an available remedy because the
defrauded person cannot restore each party to his or her original,
precontractual positions."0 -

The change suggested by Judge Deen probably is not required. When
a party becomes aware of misrepresentations that induced him to enter
into a contract containing a merger clause, under the present law, he
has the option of seeking rescission of the contract and seeking damages
for fraud or of affirming the contract and seeking damages for breach of
the contract. The law should retain this flexibility, but should not allow
the aggrieveA party to avoid the consequences of the merger clause,
which, commonplace or not, serves a useful purpose.", Without the
clause, the written contract becomes exceedingly vulnerable to attack by
parol evidence. Judge Deen's comment appears to have been motivated;
at least in part, by a perception that the plaintiff in Carpenter could not
restore the seller to his precontractual position. 7 Presently, the law
provides relief to persons seeking rescission in cases in which restoring
the consideration paid is impossible or unconscionable. The next case
surveyed illustrates this flexibility.

In Crews v. Cisco Brothers Ford-Mercury, Inc.,"08 plaintiffs filed suits
seeking, among other things, rescission of contracts for the purchase of
used vehicles from Cisco Brothers. After buying the vehicles, plaintiffs
discovered that each vehicle either had been wrecked or had had its
odometer rolled back."c The trial court granted summary judgment
to Cisco Brothers on the grounds that, except for a statement in the
complaint, plaintiffs did not tender or offer to tender the vehicles to
Cisco Brothers, and thus could not maintain an action for rescission.1

Furthermore, the merger clauses in the contracts estopped plaintiffs

105. Id.
106. Judge Deen's observation that merger clauses are "a fairly common feature" seems

to suggest that these clauses are inserted into contracts without thought or as a matter of
form. These clauses, in the author's experience, generally are required by both parties in
any agreement. In Carpenter, plaintiffs attorneys drafted the purchase and sell agreement
that contained the merger clause. Id. at 235, 395 S.E.2d at 654.

107. Plaintiff appears to have affirmatively elected not to rescind the contract. From
the opinion, there does not appear to be any reason, apart from plaintiff's obligations to the
bank, that plaintiff could not have treated the contract as rescinded and offered to restore
the consideration he received under the insurance contract. To the extent plaintiff could
not restore the consideration that he received because of obligations incurred to third
parties like the bank, see Crews v. Cisco Brothers Ford-Mercury, Inc., 201 Ga. App. 589,
411 S.E.2d 518 (1991), discussed below.

108. 201 Ga. App. 589, 411 S.E.2d 518 (1991).
109. Id. at 589, 411 S.E.2d at 519.
110. Id.

19931
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from claiming fraud in the inducement."' The court of appeals
reversed the trial court's judgment.12

In reaching its decision, the court of appeals observed that:

restoration by the purchaser is not an absolute rule, and does not
require that the defrauding party be placed in exact status quo, but
only that he be placed substantially in his original position and that
the party rescinding derives no unconscionable advantage from the
rescission .... One seeking to rescind a contract for fraud must
restore or tender back the benefits received under the contract, or show
a sufficient reason for not doing so; he need not tender back what he
is entitled to keep, and need not offer to restore where the defrauding
party has made restoration impossible ... or when to do so would be
unreasonable." 3

Plaintiffs introduced evidence that they did not offer to return the
vehicles to Cisco Brothers because the purchase of their respective
vehicles was financed through Ford Motor Credit and they would be
required to continue making their monthly payments even if they
returned the vehicles. Ford Motor Credit refused to provide any relief
from plaintiffs' obligations to pay."4

Under these circumstances, the court of appeals held that plaintiffs
were not required to return the vehicles as a condition precedent to
maintaining an action for rescission."' Any other decision would give
defendants both the money for the vehicles and the vehicles themselves,
while leaving plaintiffs with the obligations to Ford Motor Credit. In
support of its decision, the court cited Mutual Savings Life Insurance Co.
v. Hines"6 for the proposition that, as long as the purchasers were
required to pay third parties, they were entitled to keep the goods." 7

The court said that "neither the defrauding party nor the purchaser may
retain an unfair advantage; there is no room for either party to 'have its
cake and eat it, too.' " ""

The flexibility demonstrated by the court of appeals in Crews suggests
that the concern of Judge Deen in Carpenter, that rescission may not be
available to a party who can not return the consideration he received
under the contract, may be more apparent than real. While the purpose

111. Id.
112. Id. at 592, 411 S.E.2d at 521.
113. Id. at 589-90, 411 S.E.2d at 519 (citations omitted).
114. Id. at 590, 411 S.E.2d at 519-20.
115. Id. at 591, 411 S.E.2d at 520.
116. 96 Ga. App. 442, 100 S.E.2d 466 (1957).
117. 201 Ga. App. at 591, 411 S.E.2d at 520.
118. Id. (citing Corbitt v. Harris, 182 Ga. App. 81, 82, 354 S.E.2d 637, 639 (1987)).
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of the merger or integration clause may not be well understood or
appreciated, the assault being levied against written contracts by parol
evidence suggests that the effect of the merger clause in fraud cases
should not be vitiated.

IV. EXCULPATORY CLAUSES IN COMMERCIAL LEASES

In Borg-Warner Insurance Finance Corp. v. Executive Park Ven-
tures,"9 the Georgia Court of Appeals considered the application of
O.C.G.A. section 13-8-2(b) 20 to an exculpatory clause in a commercial
lease. Once again, the court appears to have misread the applicable
statutes in holding the exculpatory clause unenforceable. In that case,
a fire destroyed commercial offices owned by plaintiff Executive Park
and leased to defendant, Borg-Warner. Executive Park commenced an
action for its loss, alleging that an employee of Borg-Warner negligently
set the fire.'2 ' Borg-Warner answered the complaint and asserted,
among other things, that plaintiff's suit was barred by a mutual waiver
of liability.' The parties filed cross motions for summary judgment
on the issue of whether the lease provision barred the plaintiff's
suit.'23 The trial court denied Borg-Warner's motion and granted
summary judgment in favor of Executive Park. Borg-Warner appealed
from the trial court's judgment."2

Based on O.C.G.A. section 13-8-2(b)"m and Country Club Apart-
ments v. Scott,2 ' the court of appeals held that the trial court correctly
granted summary judgment in favor of Executive Park because the
exculpatory clause in question was void and unenforceable. 27 In its
entirety, O.C.G.A. section 13-8-2(b) provides:

A covenant, promise, agreement, or understanding in or in connection
with or collateral to a contract or agreement relative to the construc-
tion, alteration, repair, or maintenance of a building structure,

119. 198 Ga. App. 70, 400 S.E.2d 340 (1990).
120. O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993).
121. 198 Ga. App. at 70, 400 S.E.2d at 341.
122. Id. The lease provision provided that:

"[Executive Park] and [Borg-Warner] shall hold each other (including its employees,
customers, invitees, licenses and others) harmless from and against any and all liability,
damage, injury, action or causes of action whatsoever suffered or occasioned upon the
premises or arising out of the operation, conduct and use of the premises."
Id.

123. Id.
124. Id.
125. O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993).
126. 246 Ga. 443, 271 S.E.2d 841 (1980).
127. 198 Ga. App. at 71, 400 S.E,2d at 341.
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appurtenances, and appliances, including moving, demolition, and
excavating connected therewith, purporting to indemnify or hold
harmless the promisee against liability for damages arising out of
bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting
from the sole negligence of the promisee, his agents or employees, or
indemnitee is against public policy and is void and unenforceable,
provided that this subsection shall not affect the validity of any
insurance contract, workers' compensation, or agreement issued by an
admitted insurer.'28'

After noting that leases are within the ambit of the public prohibition
expressed in O.C.G.A. section 13-8-2(b), 129 the court of appeals disposed
of the issue by concluding that since Executive Park sought to recover
for property damage allegedly caused by the sole negligence of an
employee of Borg-Warner, the exculpatory clause was void and unen-
forceable.3 0

In his dissent, Judge Sognier correctly argued that O.C.G.A. section
13-8-2(b)' did not apply to the lease under consideration. 1 2  As
Judge Sognier observed, application of the statute requires two threshold
conditions. First, the exculpatory clause must purport to protect the
indemnitee against the consequences of his sole negligence, and second,
the agreement must pertain to the maintenance or construction of a
building."13 The lease before the court in Borg-Warner did not involve
the maintenance or construction of the building. In its majority opinion,
the court argued unconvincingly that the requirement that the lessee,
Borg-Warner, "take good care of the Premises and its fixtures and permit
no waste, except normal wear and tear," made the lease a contract
relating to maintenance of a building."" The court made this latter
argument in response to Judge Sognier's contention that the court's
decision in Barnes v. Pearman... was distinguishable from Borg-

128. O.C.GA. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993).
129. O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993). Borg-Warner, 198 Ga. App. at 71,40 S.E.2d at

341.
130. Borg-Warner, 198 Ga. App. at 71, 400 S.E.2d at 341.
131. O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993).
132. 198 Ga. App. at 72, 400 S.E.2d at 342 (Sognier, J., dissenting). Judge Beasley

joined Judge Sognier in his dissenting opinion.
133. Id. In support of this proposition, Judge Sognier cited Smith v. Seaboard Coast

Line R. Co., 639 F.2d 1235, 1242 (5th Cir. 1981). In that case, the court noted that: "[tlhe
apparent purpose of [O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993)] is to prevent a building contractor,
subcontractor, or owner from contracting away liability for accidents caused solely by his
negligence, whether during the construction of the building or after the structure is
completed or occupied." 639 F.2d at 1242.

134. Id. at 71, 400 S.E.2d at 342.
135. 163 Ga. App. 790,294 S.E.2d 619(1982), affd, 250 Ga. 628,301 S.E.2d 647(1983).
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Warner because the lease in Barnes specifically required the landlord to
make electrical modifications to the premises." In Barnes the loss
allegedly arose from the very electrical modifications the lease required
the landlord to make. Under these facts, said Judge Sognier, the
Georgia Supreme Court's summary affirmance of the court of appeals
opinion cannot be read as extending O.C.G.A. section 13-8-2(b) 37 to all
leases. 138

Judge Sognier's observation that "it is time to clear away the confusion
and return to the obvious plain meaning and purpose of O.C.G.A. Section
13-8-2(b)" is well taken.' 9 The history of the interpretation of that
statute and of O.C.G.A. section 44-7-2(b),140 which applies only to
residential leases, is recounted accurately in Judge Sognier's dissent and
the law review article cited therein." The primary responsibility for
the confusion rests with the decision in Country Club Apartments v.
Scott, although the seed was certainly sown with Frazier v. City of
Albany.143 The court in Scott failed to recognize that O.C.G.A. section
13-8-2(b)144 'applies to exculpatory clauses contained in construction
and maintenance contracts, and that O.C.G.A. section 44-7-214 applies
to residential leases and not commercial leases. One commentator has
justly criticized the court in Scott for not considering the essential
differences between indemnity clauses that serve merely to allocate risk,
and exculpatory clauses that seek to shield a party from liability and
deprive the injured party of a cause of action.'46 This essential
difference' requires different policy considerations to be applied to
indemnity clauses and exculpatory clauses.

136. Id. at 72, 400 S.E.2d at 342.
137. O.C.GA. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993).
138. 198' Ga. App. at 74, 400 S.E.2d at 344 (Sognier, J., dissenting).
139. Id. at 74-75, 400 S.E.2d at 344 (Sognier, J., dissenting).
140. O.C.G.A. § 44-7-2(b) (1991).
141. Cathleen M. Devlin, Comment, Idemnity and Exculpation: Circle of Confusion in

the Courts, 33 EMoRY L.J. 135, 155-56 (1984).
142. 154 Ga. App. 217, 267 S.E.2d 811, affd, 246 Ga. 443, 271 S.E.2d 841 (1980).
143. 245 Ga. 399, 265 S.E.2d 581 (1980). Prior to Frazier, O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp.

1993) and its predecessor had been cited only for the purpose of invalidating challenged
clauses in construction contracts. The Frazier case, however, involved a comprehensive
construction contract and leasing arrangement with the City of Albany. Thus, a
commercial lease was implicated when the indemnity agreement in the development
proposal was held invalid.

144. O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) (Supp. 1993).
145. Id. § 44-7-2 (1991).
146. See Cathleen M. Devlin, supra note 141.
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V. OTHER NOTEWORTHY CASES

Several other cases decided in the expanded survey period are
interesting, either because they affirm basic concepts of contract law
that sometimes are forgotten, or because they are entertaining. In
Greene v. Keener,47 the court of appeals addressed the most basic
contract formation issue: offer and acceptance. The decision in that case
turned on the court's finding that the seller had revoked her offer to sell
before the buyer accepted it. 4 The seller placed several pieces of
furniture from her mother's estate on sale in Valdosta, Georgia. The
seller's cousin, who was showing the furniture for the seller, told the
buyer that a particular secretary was priced at $4,200. The seller
intended the price of the secretary to be $6,000 and was unsure if she
wanted to sell it at all. Nonetheless, in a conversation with the buyer,
the seller offered to sell the secretary for $4,200. Because the buyer was
unsure whether the secretary would "blend in" with the rest of his
furniture, the seller agreed that he could take the secretary home and
see if it matched his other furniture. 149

The night after the buyer had taken the secretary home, the seller
called and informed him that she no longer wanted to sell the secretary.
The buyer asked her to "hold on for a minute," and went to speak to his

,wife. 50 At trial a dispute arose concerning what transpired when the
buyer returned to the phone.'' According to the court of appeals,
taking the facts most favorable to the buyer, the buyer told the seller
that his wife liked the secretary and "would like to keep it."'52

After a bench trial, the trial court found that there was a valid,
binding contract for sale.' 53 The seller appealed on the grounds that
there was a mutual rescission of the contract.' On appeal the court
found that it was not necessary to consider whether the parties mutually
rescinded the contract because it was undisputed that the seller revoked
her offer to sell before the buyer accepted it.' 5 Analogizing the

147. 198 Ga. App. 565, 402 S.E.2d 284 (1991).
148. Id. at 566, 402 S.E.2d at 286.
149. Id. at 565-66, 402 S.E.2d at 285.
150. Id. at 566, 402 S.E.2d at 285.
151. Id.
152. Id.
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. Id.
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circumstances to Stone Mountain Properties, Ltd. v. Helmer, 6' the
court said:

The sale was conditioned upon the item being satisfactory to the
purchaser. At that point the contract was unenforceable on the part
of the seller and lacked mutuality, but once [the buyer] did agree that
the secretary "fit in" with his furniture at home a contract could be
formed .... The evidence unequivocally demonstrates that [the buyer]
had not made that determination prior to [the seller's] informing him
that the deal was off. Her action revoked the offer before acceptance
by the seller could occur,"7

Based on this analysis, the court of appeals reversed the trial court's
judgment.

15 S

The court's exposition of the principles involved lacked only an explicit
statement that not only was the buyer required to decide that the
secretary was satisfactory, but he also was required to either communi-
cate his acceptance to the seller,"5 9 or to perform the contract by
paying the purchase price before the offer was revoked. The court's

156. 139 Ga. App. 865, 229 S.E.2d 779 (1976). The Helmer case is an interesting case
as well. It involved a real estate contract in which the buyer's obligation to purchase was
"contingent upon Purchaser's being able to obtain approval from the Seabord Airline
Railroad to run a spur rail line into the property at a location satisfactory to the
Purchaser." Id. at 865, 229 S.E.2d at 781. The court of appeals found that the contract
initially was unenforceable because it lacked mutuality. The court said that the condition
that the spur rail line run into the property "at a location satisfactory to the Purchaser"
was completely discretionary. Id. at 867-68, 229 S.E.2d at 782-83. After the contract had
been executed, the purchaser notified the seller that the condition had been satisfied. The
seller, however, sold the property before receiving the notification after receiving a legal
opinion that the contingency rendered the contract unenforceable. Id. at 866, 229 S.E.2d
at 781-82. The court characterized the initially unenforceable agreement as a mere offer
to sell, which created a power of acceptance in the buyer, but which was revocable at any
time. Id. at 871, 229 S.E.2d at 784. While it was undisputed that the only communication
between the buyer and seller was the buyer's letter of affirmance, the court found a
question of fact concerning whether the buyer had actual knowledge of the prior sale that
precluded summary judgment. Id. at 872.73, 229 S.E.2d at 785. The court said that if the
buyer knew the property had been sold before he sent his letter affirming the contract, his
power of acceptance had been terminated and the letter of affirmance was ineffective. Id.
at 873, 229 S.E.2d at 785.

157. Greene, 198 Ga. App. at 566, 402 S.E.2d at 286.
158. Id. at 567, 402 S.E.2d at 286.
159. In Helmer, the court quoted from 17 C.J.S. Contracts § 50(a) (1963), and said,

"[tihus 'if both parties meet, one prepared to accept and the other to retract, whichever
speaks first will have the law with him.'" 139 Ga. App. at 870, 229 S.E.2d at 784. The
court also stated that the buyer was obligated by contract "and general law" to notify the
seller that the conditions had been met. Id. at 872, 229 S.E.2d at 785. Of course, an offer
also may be accepted by performance.
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quote and its reference to Helmer imply this principle. In light of the
fact that the buyer in Greene apparently had not yet decided that the
secretary was satisfactory when the offer was revoked, an express
statement of this principle is desirable to avoid any implication that the
buyer need only decide that the item is satisfactory in order to fulfill the
condition and form a contract for sale. When a condition precedent to
the formation of a contract lacks any objective measure of its fulfillment
and is subject only to one party's discretion, the party imbued with the
discretion must take some action to communicate fulfillment of the
condition to the other party.

Mail Concepts, Inc. v. Foote & Davies, Inc.1" contains a sharp
dissent to the proposition that any contract, other than certain types of
contracts that are inherently nonassignable, may be freely assigned,
even though it contains a nonassignment clause, once the assigning
party has performed its obligations under the contract and it is no longer
executory. The case arose out of a contract between Foote & Davies and
Peach State Mailing, Inc., which provided that Peach State would
imprint, package, label, and ship 756,000 copies of a health club
magazine to be distributed on behalf of a Foote & Davies client. Foote
& Davies provided the magazines, and Peach State was required to
provide imprinting plates for the 742 health club recipients. 6 The
contract also provided that "[nieither this order no[r] any interest under
it may be assigned by [Peach State] without the prior written consent of
[Foote & Davies]. " 162 Foote & Davies refused to pay Peach State's
invoice because its client considered the quality of the imprinting to be
inadequate. Later Peach State was liquidated, and the account
receivable for the Foote & Davies' account was assigned to Mail
Concepts, Inc. without Foote & Davies' consent.163

Mail Concepts sued Foote & Davies on the assigned contract. Foote
& Davies defended on the ground that the contract could not be assigned
in contravention of the nonassignment clause."' The trial court
enforced the nonassignment clause and granted summary judgment to
Foote & Davies."' On appeal Mail Concepts contended that O.C.G.A.
section 11-2-210(2)166 applied to the transaction because the contract
was either for the sale of goods or severable into separate sales and

160. 200 Ga. App. 778, 409 S.E.2d 567 (1991).
161. 200 Ga. App. at 778-79, 409 S.E.2d at 568.
162. Id. at 779, 409 S.E.2d at 568.
163. Id.
164. Id. at 780, 409 S.E.2d at 569.
165. Id. at 778, 409 S.E.2d at 568.
166. O.C.G.A. § 11-2-210(2) (1982).
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services transactions.17  Section 11-2-210(2) of the Uniform Commer-
cial Code'6 ("U.C.C.") authorizes assignment of choses in action even
if the underlying contract forbids assignment.' 9 After concluding that
the contract under consideration was one for services and labor 7° and
that neither Article 2 nor Article 9171 of the U.C.C. applied to the
transaction, the court of appeals took up the issue of whether general
legal principles permitted the assignment.172

167. 200 Ga. App. at 779, 409 S.E.2d at 568.
168. O.C.G.A. § 11-2-210(2) (1982). See O.C.G.A. § 11-1-101 (1982).
169. In its entirety, O.C.G.A. § 11-2-210(2) (1982) provides:

Unless otherwise agreed all rights of either seller or buyer can be assigned except
where assignment would materially change the duty of the other party, or increase
materially the burden or risk imposed on him by his contract, or impair materially
his chance of obtaining return performance. A right to damages for breach of the
whole contract or a right arising out of the assignor's due performance of his
entire obligation can be assigned despite agreement otherwise.

170. Mail Concepts, 200 Ga. App. at 780, 409 S.E.2d at 569. In reaching its conclusion
that the contract was not a transaction in goods to which Article 2 of the Uniform
Commercial'Code ("U.C.C.") applied, the court said:

In determining whether a contract is for the sale of goods or is analogous to a sale
of goods within the meaning of the Article 2 definitions, we must look to the
primary or overall purpose of the transaction. [Redfern Meats v. Hertz Corp., 134
Ga. App. 381, 391, 215 S.E.2d 10 (1975)]; see Gee v. Chattahoochee Tractor Sales,
172 Ga. App. 351, 353(2), 323 S.E.2d 176 (1984); accord North American Leisure
Corp. v. A & B Duplicators, Ltd., 468 F.2d 695, 697 (2d Cir. 1972) (look to essence
of agreement and see whether goods or services predominate). If the primary
purpose of the agreement is the rendering of services, even if goods are supplied
as part of that performance we will view the contract as one for services with an
incidental furnishing of goods, and the UCC does not apply. Gee, supra;
Mingledorfis, Inc. v. Hicks, 133 Ga. App. 27-28(1), 209 S.E.2d 661 (1974); Lovett
v. Emory Univ., 116 Ga. App. 277, 278-279(1), 156 S.E.2d 923 (1967).

Mail Concepts, 200 Ga. App. at 779-80,409 S.E.2d at 569. The dissenting judge concurred
in this portion of the majority opinion. Id. at 782, 409 S.E.2d at 570 (Andrews, J.,
concurring in part and dissenting in part).

171. O.C.G.A. §§ 11-2-101 to -725 (1982); Id. §§ 11-9-101 to -507 (1982 & Supp. 1993).
Mail Concepts argued, in the alternative, that the non-assignment clause was voided by
O.C.G.A. § 11-9-318(4) (1982), which bars contract terms that prohibit assignment of
accounts or require the account debtor's consent to assignment. 200 Ga. App. at 780, 409
S.E.2d at 569. The court of appeals rejected that contention on the grounds that O.C.G.A.
§ 11-9-104(e) (1982) expressly excludes from coverage under Article 9 "a sale of accounts
or chattel paper as part of a sale of the business out of which they arose, or an assignment
of accounts or chattel paper which is for the purpose of collection only." 200 Ga. App. at
780, 409 S.E.2d at 569. The dissenting judge concurred in this portion of the majority
opinion also 200 Ga. App. at 782, 409 S.E.2d at 570 (Andrews, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part).

172. 200 Ga. App. at 780, 409 S.E.2d at 569.
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After first recognizing that contract rights and duties are generally
assignable,' the court of appeals acknowledged that certain types of
contracts are inherently nonassignable.14  The court of appeals
continued:

However, as was first recognized in Cowart v. Singletary, 140 Ga. 435,
440-52, 79 S.E. 196 (1913), if a contract does not fall within one of
these exceptions, once a party to the contract performs its obligations
thereunder so that the contract is no longer executory, its right to
enforce the other party's liability under the contract may be assigned
without the other party's consent even if the contract contains a non-
assignment clause .... The courts have reasoned that non-assignment
clauses have no force and effect in such circumstances because once the
party to whom the non-assignment clause is intended to protect has
received full performance, it cannot insist on adherence to the clause
because the purpose of the clause has been fulfilled.17

Based on these principles, the court of appeals reversed the trial court,
and held that Peach State's right to enforce Foote & Davies' obligations
under the contract was assignable. 176  In his dissenting opinion,
however, Judge Andrews took issue with the conclusions drawn by the
majority from Cowart and Decatur North.177

Judge Andrews believed that Cowart was restricted to transfers of real
property and could not support the broad rule announced by the majority
because the decision in Cowart represented the fashioning of equitable
relief by a court of equity under a particular set of circumstances. 178

173. Id. at 780-81, 409 S.E.2d at 569. See O.C.G.A. § 44-12-22 (Supp. 1993); Decatur
North Assocs., Ltd. v. Builders Glass, Inc., 180 Ga. App. 862, 864, 350 S.E.2d 795, 797
(1986).

174. 200 Ga. App. at 781, 409 S.E.2d at 570. In Cowart v. Singletary, 140 Ga. 435, 79
S.E. 196 (1913), the court described contracts that are inherently non-assignable:

Certain classes of contracts are inherently non-assignable in their character, such
as promises to marry, or engagements for personal services, requiring skill,
science, or peculiar qualifications. When rights arising out of contract are coupled
with obligations to be performed by the contractor and involve such a relation of
personal confidence that it must have been intended that the rights should be
exercised and the obligations performed by him alone, the contract, including both
his rights and obligations, cannot be assigned without the consent of the other
party to such contract.

Id. at 446, 79 S.E. at 201.
175. 200 Ga. App. at 781, 409 S.E.2d at 570 (citations omitted).
176. Id.
177. Id. at 782-83,409 S.E.2d at 570-72 (Andrews, J., concurring in part and dissenting

in part).
178. Id. at 783, 409 S.E.2d at 571 (Andrews, J., concurring in part and dissenting in

part).
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Judge Andrews also noted that Decatur North did not support the
majority's extension of the general assignment rule because the contract
in issue did not contain a nonassignment clause.179 Indeed, in Decatur
North,' the court discussed general legal principles of assignability
in connection with the trial court's grant of summary judgment to the
appellee based on a lack of contractual privity. While Judge Andrew's
observations concerning the precedent cited by the majority are accurate,
he did not discuss any countervailing reasons for not applying the
general rule concerning assignability of contracts that contain nonassign-
ment clauses if the contract is no longer executory. The nonassignment
clause would continue to ensure that the party in whose favor the
nonassignment clause runs would receive performance by the person he
or she chose. After the contract is no longer executory with regard to the
potential assignor, the other party to the contract does not seem to have
any legitimate interest in preventing assignment.

Finally, no survey of Georgia contract law would be complete without
at least one case involving noncompetition agreements in an employment
contract or contract for the sale of a business. Therefore, this survey
will end with two offerings from this fertile area of contract litigation.
The first case, Robinwood, Inc. v. Baker,' involved a dispute that
split the court of appeals"8 2 over whether the phrase "not less than two
years" limited the application of a noncompetition agreement for a period
of two years or was unlimited.'83 Specifically, the employment contract
provided that: "Iclontractor further agrees that she shall not establish
or purchase another personal care home in either DeKalb, Rockdale, or
Newton County for a period not less than 2 years following termination
of this contract.""'4 The trial court held that the questioned phrase
was unambiguous and that parol evidence could not be admitted to show
an ambiguity."s Unfortunately for the employer, the trial court said
the plain meaning of the phrase meant that the noncompetition
agreement was indefinite in duration, and directed a verdict in favor of
the former employee on the ground that the noncompetition agreement
was unenforceable.' 8 Six members of the court of appeals disagreed

179. Id. at 783, 409 S.E.2d at 572 (Andrews, J., concurring in part and dissenting in
part).

180, Decatur North Assocs., Ltd. v. Builders Glass, Inc., 180 Ga. App. 862, 350 S.E.2d
795 (1986).

181. 206 Ga. App. 202, 425 S.E.2d 353 (1992).
182. Id. The court of appeals was split six to three.
183. 206 Ga. App. at 204, 425 S.E.2d at 356.
184. Id. at 203, 425 S.E.2d at 355.
185. Id.
186. Id.
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with the trial court and held that the duration of the restriction was two
years from the date the employment contract terminated. 187  The
remaining three members of the court agreed with the trial court."s

The method and logic employed in the majority opinion and the
dissenting opinion make entertaining reading, but the message to
draftsmen of contracts should be clear. This aspect of the controversy
could have been avoided by more precise drafting. When drafting
noncompetition agreements, which the courts scrutinize carefully and
will not blue-pencil, the careful practitioner will employ plain language.
In Baker the noncompetition clause needed only to have said "for a
period of two years following termination of this contract."

In the final case, WR. Grace & Co. v. Mouyal,'8 9 the United States
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit certified a question to the
Georgia Supreme Court.' 90 In response to that question, the supreme
court held as a matter of law that a restrictive covenant in an employ-
ment contract, which prohibited solicitation of the employer's clients that
the employee actually contacted while serving the employer, was
enforceable notwithstanding the absence of an express geographical
limitation.191 The court's opinion contained an excellent review of the
applicable law, and concluded that "[riequiring an express geographic
territorial description in all cases is not in keeping with the reality of
the modern business world in which an employee's 'territory' knows no
geographic bounds, as the technology of today permits an employee to
service clients located throughout the country and the world.""9 The
court noted that it had previously upheld a restrictive covenant in which
the territorial restriction was expressed, not in geographic terms, but by
describing a limited number of employer patients.' 3 Thus, the court
concluded that there was no need for a territorial restriction expressed
in geographic terms when the former employee is prohibited from
postemployment solicitation of employer customers that the former
employee contacted during his tenure with the employer.'"

187. Id. at 205, 425 S.E.2d at 356.
188. Id. at 206, 425 S.E.2d at 357 (Birdsong, P.J., concurring in part and dissenting in

part).
189. 262 Ga. 464, 422 S.E.2d 529 (1992).
190. Id. at 464, 422 S.E.2d at 530.
191. Id. at 467-68, 422 S.E.2d at 533.
192. Id. at 467,422 S.E.2d at 533. See W.R. Grace & Co. v. Mouyal, 959 F.2d 219 (11th

Cir. 1992).
193. 262 Ga. at 467, 422 S.E.2d at 533. Cobb Family Dentistry v. Reich, 259 Ga. 450,

383 S.E.2d 891 (1989).
194. 262 Ga. at 467-68, 422 S.E.2d at 533.
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